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Indian films The time had come for my hat. I would crush it under the heel of my boot. I had to hide.
The longer I sat, the more obviously I had to dig. It was the only way. I had to bury my emotions as

deep as I could. I already had a target painted on my back. I didn't have much time. Wait! I could just
pretend it wasn't there. The way I worked, I could control a murder from the time the cops walked in
and saw the body until the trial started. So why couldn't I do the same for the knife? It was a large
argument. I couldn't argue the case on my own. It would be too risky. I didn't have time to think

about it. I was being summoned. I had to calm myself. I wasn't ready. I stood up abruptly and went
out into the center of the room. It was raining outside. I could barely see the other figures out there,
but I knew they were there. I could even feel their breath. I had failed. I was falling into desperation. I
hadn't counted on it. I had to act. I had to act as if I were in control. But I wasn't. I wasn't very good
at this. # **Read more by M. L. Stedman** **M.L. Stedman is a thriller writer and novelist, who has
worked in television and radio.** **_Time_ said, "Ms. Stedman is highly skilled at writing engaging

characters."** **_Publishers Weekly_ called "Fatal Temptation" "one of the most powerful and
disturbing novels to come out of the genre in years."** **_Newsday_ said, "Stedman knows his way
around a thriller."** **_Readers Digest_ said, "Stedman's writing is both stylish and intelligent."**

**_We Love This Book_'s Favorite Suspense Novels** **_MURDER BY MORNING c6a93da74d
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